
Split one zone down the middle with s. On one half, set up

two nets. On the other side, split it into half again using s.

Start the drill with  1 dumping a puck into each zone

on that side of the ice.

Both 1's race to the far puck and engage in 1 vs 1 keep away.

Both 2's race to the puck in the closest zone and play 1 v 1

keep away.

After 15 seconds, whistle blows.  2 dumps a puck in the zone

with two nets.  & 2 engage in a 2 vs 2 against  & 

in that zone. At the same time,  1 starts 3's and 4's in

the next round of 1 vs 1's.

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Jon Ammerman, Moorhead High School's Boys Varsity
Coach

Key Points

Emphasize puck possession and compete level

Manage work-to-rest ratio depending on age group

Set up course as shown (1- more beginner, 2- more advanced). Player 
starts a full arm and sticklength ahead of  . On whistle/"go"   

races around tires (can be cones), to cone and backwards back to
goal line.  is trying to catch and tag the other player with their hand
before getting back to the goal line. Multiple setups depending on skill
level of players .
Progressions:

For beginner skaters can skate forwards the entire time

Add pucks/rings to players around the cones

Key Points

Proper skating technique, especially around turns. 

Encourage players to decide their own route

HCF 12U Week 7

Angling week 1- quickly engage, keep feet moving, contain vs commit

Air Force 2v2 8 mins
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Follow the leader race 8 mins
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X starts with a puck, take a stride and releases a wrist shot. Then they
skate to the net and gets a pass from the coach for a second shot. After
the second shot, X crashes the net, touching the post and backs out
into the high slot for another pass from the coach. X catches the pass
and takes a 3rd shot. 
Progressions:

Replace coach with players

Have player pivot after touching the post and skate backwards

to slot for 3rd shoot. 

Key Points

Proper shooting technique, especially follow through. With

proper follow through players momentum should take them to

the net for a rebound. 

1 tries to attack the inside of the ice

2 tries to defend the inside of the ice

Part 1 (controlled, 3 reps)

2 is following 1 and applies light pressure

1 is working on getting the inside. Leaning low, pushing on

the outside leg and knee drive with the inside leg

Players do �gure 8 three times and 2 allows 1 to attack the

net

Part 2 (non-controlled)

It's a 1 vs 1 battle

1 can attack the net at any moment, but only if they use the

power push to get inside the defender

Play starts with a simple pass from one line. After receiving the pass 
skates with puck around tire and tries to take hte puck to the net for a
scoring opportunity. After making the pass   hustles up ice, they must
skate around second tire and angle opponent before the dividers to
create turnover. Coach can adjust tires and dividers accordingly,
challenging the players to get up ice fast while also providing the
opportunity for success.

Key Points

Player with puck should work for good positioning and try to

crash the net. Don't settle for perimeter shots

Defensive player hustles up ice to angle before pad, "stick on

puck, hands on hands, hips on hands"

3 shot unjam 8 mins

Power Push - Battle Drill 8 mins
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O begins the drill when the goalie is ready by taking a shot on the net. X
reacts to O's shot and X skates a �gure 8 around the cones with a puck.
After shot, O transitions and uses body language (stick, shoulders,
skates) to take away middle of ice and STEER the player to the
OUTSIDE and turn to skate forward with player and MATCH SPEED
starting off of the back hip of the puck carrier (not cutting too early)
with STICK ON PUCK, HANDS ON HANDS, HIPS THROUGH HANDS.
The offensive player should protect puck and drive to the net for
scoring opportunity.

Key Points
Def - direct puck carrier wide;  Ofense - underhandle puck, triple threat
position

Coach puts a puck on goale and player picks it up and wheels the net
and drives towards the opposing net. The opposing player must go
through both circles and angle the other player out of the play. Coach
then spots in random players at any given time to change the numerical
situation. Play until a goal is scored or shift lasts 45 seconds. Can play
up to 5v5

Key Points

Scan ice before receiving

Proper angling technique; stick on puck, hands on hands, hips

on hands

Shot into Angling 1v1 8 mins

Mance Angling with Add Ons 10 mins


